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All this trade-war business is making for some serious market jitters.

While Friday’s session delivered a nice little breather from all the selling, the Nasdaq Composite COMP,
 +0.97% and S&P 500 SPX, +0.89% still closed with their worst weekly decline of the year. The Dow 
Jones Industrial Average DJIA, +0.84% posted its worst week since March.

This week isn’t starting off any better.

Yet, despite some pretty wicked pullbacks over the past few sessions, volatility is still historically VIX, 
-7.00% low and sentiment indicators are showing that investors remain unfazed. For the Wall Street 
pros who tend to look through a contrarian lens, there’s more red ink to be spilled.

“The indicators in past weeks have been warning that the stock market would remain highly volatile 
because investors, who historically are wrong, were overly optimistic,” writes Brad Lamensdorf, the 
man behind the AdvisorShares Ranger Equity Bear ETF HDGE, -0.30% “Sure enough, confirming the 
market’s vulnerability, Trump’s China tariffs triggered this past week’s retreat.”

The bottom chart shows the difference between bullish (55%) and bearish (18%) sentiment among 
newsletters. When bullish gets to 60%, Lamensdorf warns in our call of the day, it’s time for “major 
defensive action.”

In other words, everybody’s getting a bit too optimistic out there — although, one look at the futures 
market, and that could be changing.

The Dow DJIA, +0.84% S&P SPX, +0.89%  and Nasdaq COMP, +0.97%  all closed with deep losses after 
China announced retaliatory tariffs. The Nasdaq, in particular, got hammered, posting a loss of 3.4%.

The U.S. dollar DXY, -0.02% held tight against Japanese yen USDJPY, -0.10%  , while gold US:GCU8 got 
bid up as a hedge against the uncertainty. Crude oil US:CLU8 ultimately lost ground after inching higher
 on news that two Saudi Arabia oil tankers were attacked near the Strait of Hormuz. Bitcoin 
BTCUSD, -5.55% enjoyed a 10% rally as it moves toward the $8,000 mark.

Overseas, Europe stocks SXXP, +1.27% felt the selling pressure, and Asia markets ADOW, +0.39%  closed 
in the red.

Investors have already pulled $116 billion and we’re only in May. Last week alone, $20.5 billion was 
taken out ($14 billion in the U.S.), the third biggest outflow this year, according to Bank of America. 
The money’s going into the relative safety of investment-grade bonds as well as emerging market debt 
and tech sector funds.

Almost time for investors to take ‘major defensive action,’ fund manager warns
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